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ILLINOIS POWER AGENCY’S RESPONSE TO THE PARTIES’   

STATEMENTS OF POSITION 
 
The Illinois Power Agency (“ IPA”), by its attorneys, hereby submits its response 

to Nicor Gas Company’s (“Nicor” ) Statement Of Position, Illinois Commerce Commission 

Staff’s (“Staff” ) Statement Of Position, and The People of the State of Illinois’  (“AG”) 

Statement Of Position on the contract between Chicago Clean Energy, Inc. (“CCE”) and Ameren 

Illinois Company and between CCE and Northern Illinois Gas Company for the purchase and 

sale of substitute natural gas (“SNG”) under the provisions of Illinois Public Act 97-0096 (“P.A. 

97-0096” or the “Act” ) (the “Form SNG Agreement”).   

Pursuant to the applicable provisions contained in P.A. 97-0096, the IPA was responsible 

for finalizing the sourcing agreements subject only to the Commission’s determination of the 

various recoverable costs under the contract, and the provisions of P.A. 97-0630.  The IPA has 

determined that the terms contained in the Form SNG Agreement are reasonable and equitable, 

in accordance with P.A. 09-0096 at (h-1), with the exception of the terms which the IPA agrees 

should be modified as set forth below, and as set forth in the IPA’s Statement filed on December 

16, 2011.  Nicor, Staff, and the AG have each proposed changes to the Form SNG Agreement in 

their respective Statement Of Position.  Several of Nicor and Staff’s positions do not seek to 
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substantively alter the Form SNG Agreement, and the IPA therefore does not object to correct 

these scrivener’s errors.  However, the IPA objects to proposed modifications to the Form SNG 

Agreement to the extent that those proposals seek to substantively modify the Form SNG 

Agreement in ways not specified under P.A. 97-0630.   

I . Response to Nicor ’s Statement 

Nicor focused on the Form SNG Agreement’s calculation of the Capital Component and 

the Operating and Maintenance (“O&M”) Component.  Nicor argues that the formulas reflected 

in Schedule 5.2A and Schedule 5.2B of the Form SNG Agreement employ an incorrect billing 

determinant to develop the per MMBtu capital cost recovery charge and the per MMBtu 

operation and maintenance charge.  Nicor suggests that Schedule 5.2A and 5.2B will result in an 

excessive allocation of costs to Nicor Gas and its customers under the Form SNG Agreement. 

Nicor recommends that if the Commission adopts the IPA’s determined projected annual 

output of 47,799,714 MMBtu, and that 42,064,500 be used for purposes of billing determinants, 

the cost allocation factor to be used in the contract should be 42%, rather than 48%.  Nicor 

Statement at 7.  The IPA agrees that 42% should be used as the cost allocation factor, and that 

the Commission should adopt the changes proposed by Nicor at page 9 of its Statement.  The 

IPA further agrees with the changes in the billing determinants recommended by Nicor in 

Exhibit B to its statements. 

I I . Response to Staff’s Statement. 

Staff similarly objects to several of the Form SNG Agreement’s substantive provisions 

and calculations.1  Staff notes that the Form SNG Agreement submitted by the IPA contains 

                                                 
1 Staff notes that the Commission’s December 7, 2011 Interim Order criticized the manner in which the 
IPA delivered its Memorandum and Report to the Commission.  The IPA notes that 220 ILCS 5/9-220(h-
1) requires the IPA to “submit”  the SNG to the Commission.  The PUA does not require the IPA to file 
the draft agreements with the Commission or petition the Commission for their approval. The 
Commission’s Interim Order asserts that the IPA’s submission did not comply with 83 Ill.Adm.Code § 
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language required by 220 ILCS 5/9-220(h-1)(4), including a Contract Saving Guaranty (§ 2.6), 

Contract Savings Reconciliation (§ 2.7) and Security for Contract Saving Guaranty Shortfall (§ 

2.8.)  However, Staff believes that the contract provisions, while compliant with the P.A. 97-

0096, do not sufficiently protect consumers in the event that there are insufficient funds to satisfy 

the $100 Million Contract Saving Guaranty imposed by § 220(h-1)(4).  Staff Statement at 3-4.  

Staff recommends that the Sourcing Agreement be modified to add a requirement that all 

distributions to the equity holders of the development placed into a newly developed Guaranty 

Shortfall Trust Fund, or as an alternative, find a guarantor that will satisfy the Consumer Saving 

Guaranty in the event of insufficient funds.  Staff Statement at 4-8.   

While the IPA would likely support additional consumer protections that could or should 

have been provided in P.A. 97-0096, the IPA does not believe that a Guaranty Shortfall Trust 

Fund or additional guarantor was contemplated by the Act, and was not within the authority of 

the IPA to impose on either the parties or CCE. 

Staff further requests that the Commission modify the definition of “Monthly Base 

Overage Amount” .  Staff requests that the Commission A first notes that Staff objects to the 

following language: 

“Monthly Base Overage Amount”  means one-twelfth of $174,000,000 
$115,000,000, which amount is equal to 2.015% of the average annual amounts 
paid by all gas distribution customers of the Purchasing Utilities during the 5-year 
period ending May 31, 2010, in 2010 dollars. For the avoidance of doubt, the 
Monthly Base Overage Amount is $14,500,000 $9,583,333 in 2010 dollars. 

 

                                                                                                                                                             
200.  However, Part 200 applies to “docketed”  proceedings.  83 Ill.Adm.Code § 200.10.  The IPA notes, 
for example, that § 5/220(h-3)(1)(B) requires a “public hearing”  to determine the rate of return, not 
necessarily a hearing governed by the procedures in Part 200.  The IPA submitted the SNG Agreement to 
the Commission in the manner it did because the IPA did not believe it was proper for it to determine 
what the Commission’s authority was to review the SNG Agreements, the procedural vehicle for the 
Commission’s review, or whether it was proper for the IPA to trigger the procedural requirements under 
83 Ill.Adm.Code § 200 et seq.  The IPA believed that initiating a docket on a petition filed by the IPA 
may have prejudiced the Commission’s own choice in how to handle the review of these contracts.  
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Staff Statement at 8.  The IPA does not oppose the principle advocated by Staff, but notes that 

the language adopted by the IPA was proposed by both CCE and Ameren. A copy of the final 

version of the contract terms proposed by CCE in the mediation on October 5, 2011, along with 

its errata 1 and 2,  is attached hereto as Exhibit A.2  A copy of the final version of the contract 

terms proposed by Ameren in the mediation on October 5, 2011 is attached hereto as Exhibit B.   

Nicor had proposed the following alternative language: 

“Monthly Base Overage Amount”  means one-twelfth of the amount equal to 
2.015% of the average annual amounts paid by all gas distribution customers of 
the Purchasing Utilities during the 5-year period ending May 31, 2010. 

 
A copy of the final version of the contract terms proposed by Ameren in the mediation on 

October 5, 2011 is attached hereto as Exhibit C.  The IPA elected to adopt the language 

proposed by CCE and Ameren.  The IPA believes that the recommendations made by Staff are 

substantive changes to the Form SNG Agreement, not merely a typographical or scrivener’s 

error. 

 Staff recommends that the Fuel Charge Billing determinant language be modified to 

correct a scrivener’s error.  Staff Statement at 10-11.  The IPA agrees with Staff’s recommended 

modification. 

 Staff recommends that Schedules 5.2A and 5.2B be modified to reflect the use of 84% as 

the billing determinant.  As discussed above in response to the comments by Nicor, the IPA 

agrees with Staff and Nicor’s recommendation. 
                                                 
2 During the mediation, CCE insisted that its submissions of draft agreements to the IPA were 
confidential, and required Ameren and Nicor to execute confidentiality agreements as a condition to 
engaging in the mediation before the IPA..  The IPA advised CCE, Nicor and Ameren that the IPA would 
consider the parties’  proposed contract terms as offers of compromise, which would not be deemed a 
waiver of language or proposed terms that the parties’  would later advocate for either in litigation, to the 
IPA, or at the ICC.  However, the IPA made clear that it did not intend or believe that draft contracts 
submitted by the parties to the IPA would be maintained as confidential.  The IPA deems the contracts to 
be public records of the IPA.  However, because the parties have submitted the documents to the IPA with 
a “confidential designation”  the IPA does not believe it is required for the IPA to publicly disclose these 
documents at this time in this proceeding.  Therefore, the IPA has filed copies of these documents under 
seal. 
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I I I . Response to AG’s Statement. 

The Attorney General asserts that there are provisions required by Section (h-5)(A) 

relating to Carbon Sequestration reports required to be filed with the Commission.  AG 

Statement at 2.  The AG proposes that language be incorporated into the contract to reflect that 

Seller will provide certified documents to the Commission on an annual basis.  The IPA agrees 

with the proposed addition of language required by Section (h-5)(A) of the Act. 

Wherefore, for each of the foregoing reasons, the IPA respectfully requests that the 

Commission modify the Form SNG Agreement as set forth herein, and as set forth in the IPA’s 

December 16, 2011 Statement. 

 

Dated: December 20, 2011   Respectfully Submitted, 

By:  
     

One of its attorneys 
 
 Henry T. Kelly, Esq. 

Catherine E. James, Esq. 
Kelley Drye & Warren LLP 
333 West Wacker Drive 
Chicago, IL 60606 
312-857-2350 
 

 


